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Abstract—Mobile applications have grown from knowing basic personal information to knowing intimate details of consumer’s lives. The explosion of knowledge that applications contain and share can be contributed to many factors. Mobile devices are equipped with advanced sensors including GPS and cameras, while storing large amounts of personal information including photos and contacts. With millions of applications available to install, personal data is at constant risk of being misused. While mobile operating systems provide basic security and privacy controls, they are insufficient, leaving the consumer unaware of how applications are using permissions that were granted.

In this paper, we propose a solution that aims to provide consumers awareness of applications misusing data and policies that can protect their data. From this investigation we present SPEProxy. SPEProxy utilizes a knowledge based approach to provide consumer’s an ability to understand how applications are using permissions beyond their stated intent. Additionally, SPEProxy provides an awareness of fine grained policies that would allow the user to protect their data. SPEProxy is device and mobile operating system agnostic, meaning it does not require a specific device or operating system nor modification to the operating system or applications. This approach allows consumers to utilize the solution without requiring a high degree of technical expertise. We evaluated SPEProxy across 817 of the most popular applications in the iOS App Store and Google Play. In our evaluation, SPEProxy was highly effective across 86.55% applications where several well known applications exhibited misusing granted permissions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The pervasiveness of smartphones and tablets in consumers lives have been profound in the past decade. A Pew survey found in 2015 that 68% of Americans have smartphones and 45% have tablet computers [1]. While personal computers have experienced explosive growth in the past, smartphones and tablets have a more profound social impact where these devices sense and store troves of personal information including location data, detailed contact information, and personal photos. Additionally, amongst the two most popular mobile operating systems, Android and iOS [2] there are over 4.5 million applications that users can install on their device [3]. With millions of applications available to install, personal data is at constant risk. To address these issues, various solutions have been presented that either require a modification to the operating system or application. However, these approaches are generally not available to consumers because of hardware restrictions or other technical requirements. A solution is needed to allow consumers to become aware of how applications are using their data and allow them to enforce fine grained policies. To overcome these challenges, we propose SPEProxy (Security and Privacy Enhanced Proxy), a novel knowledge based proxy approach that allows consumers to become aware of how applications use both sense and stored data as well as implement fine grained policies. SPEProxy addresses several limitations from previous work:

- It does not require a modification to the operating system or to the application.
- It does not require a specific set of smartphones or tablets to provide protection.
- It provides protection even if an application is compromised or colludes with other applications.
- It complements existing security and privacy controls and therefore does not compromise them.
- It can be enabled or disabled without requiring the user to reinstall an application or custom operating system.

SPEProxy uses a knowledge based temporal abstraction (KBTA) approach [4] to detect misuse of consumer’s data and provide fine grained security and privacy controls. Controls are implemented via policies that are created reactively, where consumers make decisions only when required. Once a decision is made, the user’s policy is updated and enforced. Using this approach, consumers do not need to build a policy in advance. A companion mobile application, SPEClient was developed for both iOS and Android. SPEClient synchronizes data with SPEProxy to ensure the service can protect user’s data and synchronize policy decisions made from notifications. Within the app, user’s can modify existing policies or create policies manually. To ensure SPEProxy can inspect all traffic, a private certificate authority is generated for each user to establish trust between the client and proxy, and for the proxy to inspect traffic over a SSL session.

To measure the effectiveness of SPEProxy, we evaluated 817 of the most popular free applications across the iOS App Store and Google Play. In our evaluation, we measured SPEProxy’s ability to enforce policy and the application’s ability to function using a proxy service. From this evaluation,
SPEProxy was highly effective among 86.55% applications. Our contributions from this research are the following:

- **SPEProxy** - A novel knowledge-based proxy approach that provides consumer awareness and allows consumers to implement fine-grained security and privacy controls without requiring a technical background to adopt.
- A solution that provides consumer awareness that is device and mobile operating system agnostic and does not break the inherent trust of the consumer’s device.
- An evaluation of 817 of the most popular applications in major categories of the iOS App Store and Google Play.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we describe the design of SPEProxy and its related components in Section II; we discuss our approach in evaluation and provide results in Section III; we compare our work with related work in Section IV and then provide a conclusion in Section V.

II. **SPEPROXY DESIGN**

SPEProxy’s design has two primary goals: 1) Function with any mobile device and any mobile operating system, 2) Do not require high level of technical expertise. SPEProxy contains five major components to meet these goals: Proxy Service, KBTA Engine, Data Synchronization, Policy, and SPEClient. The interaction of these components is shown in Figure 1 and are described in greater detail in the following sections.

A. **Proxy Service and Interceptor**

The proxy service contains a web proxy that is fully capable of proxying HTTP requests as well as manage SSL/TLS. SPEProxy doesn’t provide web proxy capabilities directly, rather it focuses on offering security and privacy enhancements through an integration with LittleProxy [5]. However it can be tied into any proxy service that provides similar integration capabilities. The Interceptor component in SPEProxy captures all HTTP/HTTPS traffic to determine if a request originates from SPEClient or a mobile application. SPEClient’s primary goal is to synchronize sensed and stored data from the user’s device, synchronize policy decisions, and handle notifications from SPEProxy. If a request is sent from SPEClient, it does not need to go through an approval process, otherwise it will be inspected within Request Approver.

B. **Request Approver**

The Request Approver performs the following tasks for each HTTP request:

1) Inspect properties of the request that could contain personal data.
2) Generate knowledge abstractions from inspected properties and forward abstractions to KBTA Engine.
3) Request KBTA Engine to validate abstractions (described in further detail in Section II-D)
4) If KBTA validation fails, enforce policy defined by user.

Within the HTTP request, the headers, body, and request string are inspected for personal data which can exist in one of three categories: sensed data, textual data, or multimedia. The process for inspecting each property is based on the category. For example, to identify location coordinates (sensed data), SPEProxy requires previous knowledge of sensed location coordinates. Without this knowledge, floating point numbers in the range of valid latitude and longitude values could be falsely flagged as location data. To ensure SPEProxy is able to protect location data, location coordinates are periodically synchronized from the client.

Inspection of textual data includes attributes such as a contact’s phone number or street address. Regular expressions containing keys from lookup tables are used to identify data of interest. Lookup tables are constructed from recently synchronized data from the SPEClient, where the key in the table
corresponds to a list of identifiers that uniquely identify a given element such as a contact. This relationship is depicted in Figure 2. Any match from a key in the lookup table generates a knowledge abstraction that is added to the KBTA Engine, where rules determine if the abstraction represents personal data. After abstractions are added to the KBTA Engine, validation is performed. If validation succeeds, the request is forwarded to the destination as is. If validation fails, the user’s policy is enforced and Request Approver will block or make modifications to the request based on policy definitions. This process is depicted in Figure 3.

C. Certificate and Key Management

To ensure SSL and TLS traffic can be inspected, trust is established between the mobile device and the SPEProxy by generating a private certificate authority (CA) for the user. The CA generate certificates based on the destination’s common name (CN). The CA is imported conveniently via SPEClient, requiring no technical expertise from the user. Frequently used keys and certificates are cached by SPEProxy to reduce on demand generation which can be resource intensive.

D. KBTA Engine

The KBTA Engine is a critical component in the SPEProxy’s ability to detect personal data, enforce policy, and eliminate false positives. It creates, manages, and validates knowledge based temporal abstractions that are used for detecting meaningful events such as contact information being leaked. KBTA was initially proposed in the medical domain [6] where it could be used to diagnose patients. KBTA provides a formal method for modeling events, context, and parameters to create abstractions based on predefined goals which can reduce the complexity of inferring knowledge [4]. Other research has proposed using KBTA to provide an intrusion detection system in Android [7]. In SPEProxy, KBTA is used to create inferred knowledge by using defined rules that contain criteria for matching and correlating knowledge abstractions.

Using a knowledge based approach, data found in requests and synchronized from the SPECClient creates knowledge abstractions. Together, these abstractions generate inferred knowledge that is used to detect personal data without false positives. As an example, suppose a request contains the last name “Wu”. This finding alone may not represent personal data and if reported could represent a false positive that blocks or alters a legitimate request. However, if other knowledge abstractions contain elements of a contact such as the phone number or address, then it can be inferred that personal data is in a request. This example is depicted in Figure 4.

Abstractions are categorized by the following types: Network Activity, Existing Knowledge, and Inferred Knowledge. KBTA Rules generate inferred knowledge and are described in detail in Section II-D2. KBTA rules also allow SPEProxy to detect collusion among applications [8] by examining requests across more than one application in a given period. For example, if applications use their combined permissions to misuse user’s data, knowledge abstractions are generated regardless of application, type, and destination. Using a KBTA approach, SPEProxy can detect the attempt and enforce a user’s policy.

1) Knowledge Classes and Attributes: Abstractions are represented by four main Knowledge Classes. These include: Contact, Photo, Location, and Network. Within each class, Knowledge Attributes specify additional details about the abstraction. As an example, the Contact class would contain the following attributes: FirstName, LastName and Email. For each attribute detected, separate abstractions are created and stored in a time sorted vector within the KBTA Engine.

2) KBTA Rules: KBTA Rules provide a mechanism to create inferred knowledge to detect personal data and enforce policy. KBTA Rules contain the following properties: Rule
ValidationResult = Empty Result
for all Rule in KBTAEngine.Rules do
    MatchingAbstractions = Empty Array
    for all Abstraction in KBTAEngine.abstractions do
        if Abstraction Satisfies Rule.MatchCriteria then
            Add Abstraction to MatchAbstractions
        end if
    end for
    if MatchAbstractions Satisfies Rule.CorrelationCriteria then
        ValidationResult = Inferred Knowledge from Criteria
    end if
end for
return ValidationResult

Fig. 5. Algorithm for Evaluating KBTA Rules

**Name, Temporal Span, Match Criteria, and Correlation Criteria.** Temporal Span specifies a time span where abstractions within given Match and Correlation Criteria must exist in to create inferred knowledge.

**Match Criteria** provides a mechanism for querying generated abstractions. As such, they have properties that correspond to properties of abstractions: Matching Knowledge Item, Matching Knowledge Class, Matching Knowledge Attribute, and Matching Knowledge Attribute Value. Matching Knowledge Item provides a unique identifier for a personal data element such as a contact or photo. Matching Knowledge Class will only return abstractions for a given class such as Photo or Contact. However, all properties are optional; if no properties are defined all abstractions will be returned.

**Correlation Criteria** provides a mechanism for identifying relationships among abstractions. When rules are evaluated, if Match Criteria returns a non-empty set, then Correlation Criteria is evaluated across the returned abstractions. Correlation Criteria contain the following properties: Min Number of Correlations Required, Require Same Item Id, Require Same Knowledge Attribute Value, and Require Different Attribute Values. All properties except Min Number of Correlations Required are boolean properties.

KBTA Rules are evaluated using the algorithm defined in Figure 5. Additionally, rules ensure abstractions do not grow indefinitely as abstractions are removed that exist outside the maximum temporal span defined by an active rule.

**E. Data Synchronization**

Periodically, data from the SPECClient must be synchronized with SPEProxy. This allows SPEProxy to protect data that may be transmitted and ensure data that is no longer on the device is not inspected. Additionally, policy decisions from notifications are synchronized with SPEProxy so they take effect immediately. To synchronize location updates, SPECClient only captures major location updates to reduce power consumption, a similar approach used for geofencing. Photos and contacts however only need to be synchronized with SPEProxy when there are updates. To reduce synchronization time, SPECClient initializes synchronization with a syncStart message containing a list of unique identifiers. SPEProxy determines from this list any elements it requires and returns a list of elements to SPECClient, which the client will synchronize with SPEProxy. This approach allows the proxy to remove artifacts that no longer exist on the device.

**F. Policy**

SPEProxy utilizes an ontology developed specifically for security and privacy policies on mobile devices using a knowledge based approach [9]. This policy allows users to specify fine grained security and privacy controls. As an example, a user can specify a policy that allows a subset of contacts to be transmitted to a domain without allowing certain attributes of the contacts. As another example, a user can define a policy that allows anonymized location data to be transmitted to a domain that provides a legitimate service however randomize location data destined to advertisement servers. There are two main categories of policies that can be defined: **Privacy Policies and Domain Policies.** Privacy Policies can have one to many domain policies associated with them. These policies are described in further detail in the following sections:

1) **Privacy Policies:** Privacy Policies have the following properties: privateDataType, applyToAllElementsInClass, privacyIds, applyToAllDomains, domainPolicies, permitRawData, and denyPrivacyAction. The privateDataType property defines which Knowledge Class the policy is for (Photos, Contacts, etc). The flag applyToAllElementsInClass and array privacyIds provides the ability to apply the policy to all elements of a set or restrict access to elements in a set.

If permitRawData is true, then no modification to the request will occur. However if it is false, than one of the denyPrivacyActions will be applied. denyPrivacyAction is an enum with the values FuzzRandom, FuzzAnonymous, FuzzGeneralized, and BlockRequest. The fuzzing properties allow the user to permit data but not in its original state. For example with location data, FuzzRandom produces a random location with valid latitude and longitude coordinates. FuzzAnonymous produces a random point within a given radius of the last detected location. FuzzGeneralized produces a fixed point within a given radius of the last detected location.

Privacy policies also allow the ability to specify spatialRestrictions and temporalRestrictions. These restrictions allow data to be blocked if the user is present in a given location or during certain times of the day. For specific knowledge classes such as contacts, extended attribute exist which include the following: allowEmailAccess, allowPhoneNumber, allowAddressAccess. These properties are boolean types and if a property is set to false, SPEProxy replaces data in the request with arbitrary values. These additional controls allow applications that expect data to still function while protecting the user from compromising their privacy.

2) **Domain Policies:** Domain Policies provide a mechanism for permitting or denying traffic to specific domains and have the following properties: domainPattern, uriPattern, requireSSL, and permitData. The domainPattern and uriPattern properties allow policies to be defined for specific endpoints.
and can use wildcard patterns. The requireSSL attribute ensures requests will only be sent if SSL/TLS is being used. Additionally, permitData is a flag that allows the user to block data to any domain (such as advertisement servers).

3) Policy Management: Fine grained privacy and security controls can be complex. Therefore, SPEProxy utilizes a reactive based policy mechanism that provides the ability to create policy through a menu of options, only when action is required. By default, all personal data is blocked unless a policy indicates that it can proceed to the provided domain in its current state or in a modified state. Using this approach, users can choose to allow data to proceed through the proxy using the following options:

- Allow Domain(s) to Receive All Knowledge Class
- Allow Domain(s) to Receive Detected Knowledge Class
- Block Domain(s) from Receiving All Knowledge Class
- Block Domain(s) from Receiving Detected Knowledge Class

Once the user selects one of these options, policy is synchronized and enforced with SPEProxy. However, the user can further modify the policy within SPEClient.

4) Policy Evaluation: Policy is evaluated in top-down ordering where users can organize policies created reactively through notifications or created manually. This ordering allows more restrictive policies to be evaluated before more permissive policies at the bottom. Only policies that correspond to the appropriate knowledge class and network domain are evaluated. This evaluation is depicted in Figure 6.

G. SPEClient

SPEClient is a critical component of SPEProxy, providing consumer awareness of personal data being utilized. Screenshots of the SPEClients are shown in Figure 7. SPEClient has four primary responsibilities:

- Synchronize personal and sensed data from SPEClient to SPEProxy.
- Alert user on personal data being utilized via notifications and allow user to make a policy decision.
- Allow manual configuration of policy and synchronize policy with SPEProxy.
- Allow configuration required for SPEProxy and show current protection status.

III. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

We evaluated SPEProxy with 817 of the most popular applications in the iOS App Store and Google Play. In our evaluation, we focus on the ability of SPEProxy to detect personal data and protect it using a user defined policy. We also evaluated the ability to enforce various attributes of policies including modifying data in requests. Lastly, we measured the ability of an application to function with SPEProxy being utilized. To evaluate SPEProxy, we deployed the service on an internally hosted Ubuntu Virtual Machine and on several Linux virtual machines we received through Google’s Cloud Platform Education Grants. To evaluate iOS applications, we utilize an iPhone 6 and iPad Mini 3. To evaluate Android we utilized a Samsung Tab 4 and Nexus 6p.

We evaluated the top 20 free applications across major categories in iOS and top 10 applications across major categories for Android. The total number of applications evaluated includes 817 applications where several application existed in multiple categories and were therefore only evaluated once. The following procedures were used to evaluate each application:

- Download target application to mobile device.
Initiate synchronization of location from SPEClient.
Open application and approve any permission requests from the operating system.
Test application, approve permission requests, and monitor notifications and proxy log files for personal data.
Evaluate ability to detect and protect personal data.
Close application, monitor log file for transmission of data, and save log file.

Of the 817 applications evaluated, 744 were able to be evaluated using the proxy. 73 applications could not be fully tested due to various circumstances such as requiring paid accounts, specific hardware, or requiring an account that could not be created through an online service. From the 744 applications that were evaluated, 644 of them were fully functional with SPEProxy, an 86.55% success rate. Of these applications, 283 communicated with advertisement services where personal data was shared and 43 applications misused data beyond their stated intent when requesting a permission.

When evaluating personal data usage, we checked if the application requested the permission through the native operating system permission system. We granted the appropriate permission then monitored notifications and logs within the proxy to determine if personal data was transmitted. Even though more iOS applications (489) were evaluated than Android applications (328), there were 160 iOS permission requests compared to 381 Android permission requests. Misuse of personal data is defined as an application misrepresenting their stated intent to request access to a resource. In our evaluation, the common misuse case was an application sending location data to advertisement servers. However, misuse also included using photo or contact information without explicitly notifying the user how that information was used. For example, LinkedIn requested access to contacts to suggest connections in the application. The Weather Channel sent location data to advertisement servers. This included the most popular application in that category: The Weather Channel. Most applications that requested access to photos did not attempt to transmit photos. Applications that requested access to contacts frequently sent the email address and phone number of a contact. This can be justified as a mechanism to uniquely identify a user, however often the user was unaware that this data was being transmitted based on the application’s stated intent. Misuse is detected by SPEProxy when data is transmitted based on the application’s stated intent. Misuse is detected by SPEProxy when data is transmitted based on the application’s stated intent. Misuse is detected by SPEProxy when data is transmitted based on the application’s stated intent. Misuse is detected by SPEProxy when data is transmitted based on the application’s stated intent.

IV. RELATED WORK
To provide additional security and privacy controls for mobile OS, there have been two primary approaches: modify the operating system or application.

Modify Operating System Approaches have been proposed by modifying the operating system to provide protection. We will briefly enumerate them here. One of the more popular solutions TaintDroid detected privacy leakage using dynamic taint analysis [10]. ProtectMyPrivacy is another solution that targeted iOS devices that were jailbroken [11]. Other solutions that required modification include TISSA [12], Android Runtime Security Policy Enforcement Framework [13], MockDroid [14], RiskMon [15], Context-Based Access Control Systems for Mobile Devices [16], PSiOS [17] DefDroid [18] and RecDroid [19].

Modify Application As with modifying the operating system, approaches have been proposed to modify the application. One example is a method for integrating a framework in iOS applications by modifying application behavior at runtime [20]. Other examples that include a modification to the application include PrivacyCapsules [21] and CASE [22].

While these approaches were successful providing fine grained security and privacy controls, these primary ap-
proaches are unsustainable. In modifying the operating system, each minor update to the source OS requires an update to the modified OS. Additionally, this approach cannot be used on iO S as it is not open source. For Android, this approach is limited to the Nexus and Pixel family of devices. In modifying the application, similar to modifying the OS, application updates are required any change to the framework. Additionally, application producers need an incentive to adopt a framework and a third party needs to verify framework adoption.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented SPEProxy, a novel knowledge based proxy approach utilizing a formal KBTA process to provide consumers awareness of how their personal data is being utilized by mobile applications and apply fine grained policies on their personal data. This approach does not require a specific operating system or device, allowing consumers to utilize the solution with a simple network configuration setting. SPEProxy can be installed by any user on a personal computer, microcomputer, or in a private cloud service. We created an implementation of SPEProxy and mobile clients for both Android and iOS. We evaluated 817 applications across Google Play and the iOS App Store, focusing on the top ranked applications across major categories. From this evaluation, we found SPEProxy to be highly effective across 86.55% of the applications. Additionally, we found 43 confirmed cases of applications misusing personal data. SPEProxy was highly effective in protecting the user’s data and also reducing false positives by utilizing a formal KTBA process. SPEProxy achieves its primary goal in providing a generally available solution to consumers that provide awareness in how applications use their data and fine grained policies. Future work for this research includes evaluating dynamic modification to KBTA rules to ensure successful detection of personal data and enforcement of policy. Dynamic modification can be incorporated using AI or through user recommendations. Additionally, future work includes evaluating SPEProxy on microcomputer devices such as Raspberry Pi for consumers to adopt locally.
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